Customer Service: 1-888-GO-BETCO
Equipment Tech Support 1-877-856-5954
8AM - 5:30PM EST, Monday - Friday

Green Earth® Peroxide Cleaner
Directions for Use

4 - 2 L Fast Draw Item #33647-00

Not effective against rust stains. Dilute with cold water only. For
GENERAL PURPOSE dilute 1:32 - 1:64 oz or 4 oz./gal - 2
oz./gal depending on soil level. Spray and wipe. GLASS: Dilute
1:64 or 2 oz./gal. Spray and wipe. SHOWERS: Dilute 1:32. For
large areas use a portable pump up sprayer. Spray on tile,
grout, fixtures and tub surfaces. Let stand for 5 minutes and
rinse. For heavier stains agitation with a brush or sponge may
be necessary to completely remove the stain. FLOORS: Dilute
1:64. Add directly to grout scrubber for removal of mold stains,
soap scum, hard water deposits, or other common restroom
soils. CARPET SPOTTING: Dilute 1:10 or 12 oz/gal. for heavy
soils, dilute 1:20 or 6 oz./gal. for light to medium soils. For
coffee as well as other water based stains. Apply a small
amount of liquid to the stain. Agitate with a bone scraper and let
stand for 3 - 5 minutes. Blot dry and rinse with clean water.
Repeat as needed until the stain is completely removed.
PRESPRAY: For use as a prespray, vacuum carpet. Dilute 1:20
with water. Apply at a rate of 50 - 100 sq. ft/gal. Let stand for 3 5 minutes before extracting. Always test first in an
inconspicuous area Apply a small amount, press with an
absorbent white cloth for 10 seconds and see if there is any dye
transfer.
Improper use or dilution of this product may affect cleaning
performance, result in excess waste or may damage surfaces
also may increase risk of health effects. Gloves and goggles
recommended personal protection equipment. Please consult
your local solid waste agency, drain commissioner, or water
quality contact for determination on appropriate disposal of
unused material. Please recycle empty containers.

55 Gal. Drum Item #33655-00

Tech Specs

Concentrated Neutral pH All Purpose Cleaner

For daily use on floors, showers, glass and other hard surfaces.
This one product can clean your entire facility. Removes mold
stains and soap scum on tile, grout, bathtub surfaces and
fixtures.
Features

*Certified for performance, concentration, minimized/recycled
packaging, and reduced toxicity. GreenSeal.org
Will not damage clothing like traditional bleach cleaners.
Removes mineral deposits and soap scum from a variety of
bathroom surfaces.
Available In

4 - 1 Gal. Bottles Item #33604-00

2 - 2 L Fast Draw Item #336B2-00

Color
Foaming
Rinsability
Fragrance
Detergency
pH
Wetting
Warranty

Clear
Moderate-High
Excellent
Fresh Mint
Excellent
6.0 - 7.0
Excellent
0.5 years

